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Who me?
● Co-founder/Chief Hacker at Kloudle Inc.

● Doing offensive security work and research for over a decade in web app, mobile and cloud 
security

● Specialise in finding flaws with cloud infrastructure and conjuring up post exploitation attack 
scenarios

● Active speaker and trainer at multiple conferences

● Love photography and stargazing

● https://ibreak.software
● @riyazwalikar

https://ibreak.software


Why attack IBM cloud?
● A Google search shows indeterminate results putting IBM Cloud with the 5th or 6th 

largest cloud market share

● Everyone’s attacking AWS, GCP, Azure. Wanted to give some love to IBM cloud.

● Also had some free credits and was creating some CTF challenges for CloudVillage at 
DEF CON this year, so ended up creating an account and logging in

● I love reading documentation but with the IBM docs it was painful, so set about 
exploring IBM cloud

● Hands-on poking and prodding led to some interesting observations within IBM Cloud



IBM Cloud attacker vantage points
● External attack surface

○ IPs, DNS, Hostnames, other OSINT available data
○ Internet wide visible managed services over TCP/IP  
○ Visible services accessible as part of the cloud

● Internal attack surface
○ Internal IPs, DNS
○ Semi privileged access & escalation avenues
○ Overly permissive configurations and trust relationships

● Cloud specific attack surface
○ Backups, storage services
○ Instance metadata endpoints, shared secrets
○ Cross account trust, group shared stuff



What was my approach?
1. Create an IBM Cloud account and apply credits (free stuff + experimentation = much wow)
2. Set up CLI by reading the documentation, praying and some guesswork
3. Imagine an ACME Corporation using IBM Cloud. For different familiar services like Compute 

and Storage
a. Create a resource within that service
b. See if insecure defaults are used
c. Check what kind of auth is required, look for access that I already have
d. Look at public DNS objects created, can these be accessed without auth

4. Login and look around at various environments
a. Start instance, see if metadata exists
b. start cloudshell explore env
c. start function, get a reverse shell and explore env

5. Document interesting things and commit to repo
6. Repeat Steps 3, 4 and 5



GitHub repo for ongoing work
● Blog post announcing the talk, the slides and the repository - 

https://kloudle.com/blog/an-attackers-approach-to-pentesting-ibm-cloud-fwd-cloudse
c-2021 

● This is an ongoing research project. There are just too many things to fit into a single 
20 minute talk.

● The following GitHub repo will continue to have the latest observations, findings, tools 
and techniques.

● https://github.com/kloudle/pentesting-ibm-cloud

● Contributions welcome!! This is really nascent at this point 

https://kloudle.com/blog/an-attackers-approach-to-pentesting-ibm-cloud-fwd-cloudsec-2021
https://kloudle.com/blog/an-attackers-approach-to-pentesting-ibm-cloud-fwd-cloudsec-2021
https://github.com/kloudle/pentesting-ibm-cloud


Interesting 
observations



Public OSINT and identifying IBM 
cloud things
● Weirdly, I was unable to find the public IP ranges for the IBM Cloud through the 

documentation (the way AWS, GCP and Azure have ranges published).

● This could be a language barrier, the way this is perhaps documented or the data is truly 
not present.

● I did find 
https://cloud.ibm.com/docs/vsrx?topic=hardware-firewall-shared-ibm-cloud-ip-ranges 
which has a list of IP ranges but this reads more like the product documentation for the IBM 
Cloud Juniper vSRX appliance firewall than the IBM Cloud in general

● Figured walking backwards may help. The idea was 

Create a floating IP > Look at the Public IP neighbourhood using BGP HE > Profit?

https://cloud.ibm.com/docs/vsrx?topic=hardware-firewall-shared-ibm-cloud-ip-ranges


Public OSINT and identifying IBM 
cloud things

● Assigned IP - 169.63.185.70, whose CIDR isn’t in the docs

● Did this with 4 other regions, same result. CIDR not in the docs

● ASN belongs to SoftLayer Technologies, Inc (which makes sense as IBM acquired this in 2013 to 
build what is now part of IBM Cloud!)



Public OSINT and identifying IBM 
cloud things
● AS36351 is the pool of IPs for IBM Cloud, of 

which there are a lot of other Prefixes that are in 
regions that IBM Cloud doesn’t exist.

● So, based on floating IPs in each region and 
walking backwards, this looks like the IP ranges 
(still updating for some regions)

https://github.com/kloudle/pentesting-ibm-cloud/
osint-external/ip-ranges.txt 

https://github.com/kloudle/pentesting-ibm-cloud/osint-external/ip-ranges.txt
https://github.com/kloudle/pentesting-ibm-cloud/osint-external/ip-ranges.txt


You can use these CIDRs 
to then look up service 
information on 
Shodan/Censys etc. or run 
your own port scans



Public OSINT and identifying IBM 
cloud things

To do

1. Look at managed services within IBM and see if public IP ranges match AS36351

2. Create sublists of IP ranges reserved for managed services (IPs that will never become floating 
IPs)

3. What’s visible for these IP sublists via public discovery, are there public databases, containers 
etc.?

4. For the IPs already obtained, sort them based on IBM Cloud supported regions



IBM Cloud Storage

● Two basic types: Object Storage (much like AWS S3) and File System Storage Types - Block 
Storage (SAN based, raw blocks) and File Storage (NAS based, pre formatted FS)

● The Object Storage supports creation of `buckets` inside which you place objects

● The bucket and the objects within can have independent permissions, much like AWS S3

● Buckets CNAME can be accessed publicly, however, actual HTTP layer access can be 
restricted using policies AND/OR IP address whitelisting

● Naming convention: 
<bucket-name>.s3.<region>.cloud-object-storage.appdomain.cloud

● You can integrate IBM Cloud SQL Query with uploaded objects, so that if they are of a 
supported type (CSV, JSON, Parquet etc.) then you can query the data within the file using 
SQL queries (very similar to AWS Athena).



IBM Cloud Storage



IBM Cloud Storage



IBM Cloud Storage

Setting up CLI access to interact with Object Storage

1. ibmcloud plugin install cloud-object-storage

2. ibmcloud login -a https://cloud.ibm.com -u passcode -p <password> -r us-east

3. ibmcloud cos config auth --method IAM

4. ibmcloud resource service-instances

5. ibmcloud resource service-instance <instance-name> --id

6. ibmcloud cos config crn (enter CRN from Step 5 after the ::)

7. ibmcloud cos buckets

8. ibmcloud cos objects --bucket <bucket-name> --region <region>





IBM Cloud Storage

● Identifying public buckets in IBM Cloud Storage?
○ We know the DNS naming convention
○ We know distinct HTTP Response status codes when bucket exists, does not exist 

and when not public etc.
○ Naming convention: 

<bucket-name>.s3.<region>.cloud-object-storage.appdomain.cloud

● Two quick ways to enumerate public buckets/objects based on what we know

1. Google sub domain search - site:*.cloud-object-storage.appdomain.cloud
2. Any subdomain brute force tool - amass, sublist3r, SecurityTrails etc.



IBM Cloud Storage



IBM Cloud Storage

To do

1. Access policies for IBM Cloud Storage, for buckets and objects

2. Check for volume and snapshot storage and their permissions (equivalent in IBM Cloud)



IBM Cloud Shell

● https://cloud.ibm.com/shell

● The IBM Cloud shell is a Bluemix container orchestration pod based on kubernetes as 
evidenced by multiple tell-a-tale signs

● Quick commands to verify container orchestration type
○ cat /proc/1/cgroup
○ mount

● The account auth IAMToken is present in 
/usr/ic/cloudshell-<cloudshell-session-id>/.bluemix/config.json

● This token has full account privileges, can be used with the IBM Cloud REST API

https://cloud.ibm.com/shell


IBM Cloud Shell

● cat /proc/1/cgroup



IBM Cloud Shell

● mount



IBM Cloud Shell



IBM Cloud Shell



IBM Cloud Shell

To do

● The IBM Cloud shell appears to have internal network access, capabilities and setuid binaries 
that could potentially be used to gain root and escape the container.



IBM Cloud CLI

● Various login methods supported. I used the “One time passcode” to login most times as this 
was available via the web interface

● Click Profile icon > Log in to CLI and API



The whoami of the IBM Cloud CLI - 
ibmcloud account show

IBM Cloud CLI



IBM Cloud CLI

Post CLI login data is stored in 
~/.bluemix/config.json



IBM Cloud CLI

● You can also use an API key to login and generate the IAMToken required for the CLI

● Or if you want to use the REST API, you could make a POST request to the 
https://iam.cloud.ibm.com/identity/token endpoint with the grant type and the API key

https://iam.cloud.ibm.com/identity/token


IBM Cloud Functions

● IBM Cloud Functions is based on Apache OpenWhisk

● To inspect a functions runtime environment, a reverse shell was set up with the shell catcher 
on AWS with port 9090 open to the Internet



IBM Cloud Functions

● A reverse shell gives us execution capabilities within the function environment, we can now poke 
around.

● This shell is by default alive for function time limit (default 60 seconds, can be increased to 600 
seconds).



IBM Cloud Functions

● A REST service listens on port 8080 hosted by /bin/proxy (OpenWhisk ActionLoop Proxy v1.17.1)

● This is where CVE-2018-11756 and CVE-2018-11757 were discovered that allowed overwriting 
of the function code by using a POST request to the /init endpoint

● Cloud Foundry based namespace key can be pulled from the environment variable 
“__OW_API_KEY”. Key can be used to trigger the function as a REST API endpoint

curl -u $API_KEY -X POST 
https://eu-gb.functions.cloud.ibm.com/api/v1/namespaces/riyazwalikar%40gmail.com_dev/actions/
ibm-demo-function-package/ibm-demo-function?blocking=true

https://web.archive.org/web/20180806222002/www.puresec.io/hubfs/Apache%20OpenWhisk%20PureSec%20Security%20Advisory.pdf



IBM Cloud Functions

To do

● Check if any of the current container capabilities can be abused to attempt to escape of make 
network calls
○ Current capabilities: 

cap_chown,cap_dac_override,cap_fowner,cap_setgid,cap_setuid,cap_audi
t_write

● Research the OpenWhisk REST API interface to find potential issues that can be abused

● Test other known container escape techniques



IBM Cloud Virtual Server for Classic

● IBMs previous generation of virtual machines on x86 available in all IBM Cloud locations 
worldwide.

● Older way to run virtual machines in IBM Cloud. The newer way is using the the Virtual 
Servers for VPC.

● Virtual Server for Classic is accessible under Catalog > Compute > Virtual Server for Classic

● Supported OS types include CentOS, Debian, Microsoft Windows variants and Ubuntu

● The list contains some End of Life operating systems (Ubuntu 16.04 LTS) as well as some that 
are in the Extended Support period (Windows 2012 Standard)



IBM Cloud Virtual Server for Classic

● The password manager caught my attention as it had what appeared to be the root 
password of the machine I had just started

● Turns out, IBM stores this password and it does not require a private key to decrypt like the 
Remote Desktop password on AWS for Windows machines

● Any other password added to this password manager, also get stored and can be accessed 
without additional authentication



IBM Cloud Databases

● IBM Cloud supports multiple types of managed databases. About 21 different types like 
Cloudant JSON, PostgreSQL, MongoDB, DB2, Redis and others

● Picked the first one and started to see how it looks like - Cloudant JSON 

● IBM Cloudant is a fully managed JSON document database that offers independent serverless 
scaling of provisioned throughput capacity and storage.

● Provides an HTTPS endpoint post creation, no authentication by default!

● The URL is of the format - 
https://ecd5a921-3bbc-4870-b4ce-c2c4bbbe8018-bluemix.cloudant.com/ 

● Unique headers allow searching for Cloudant exposed database dashboards on the Internet, 
bunch of them without authentication!

https://ecd5a921-3bbc-4870-b4ce-c2c4bbbe8018-bluemix.cloudant.com/




IBM Cloud Databases

To do

● Profile the external footprint of the other managed databases. This includes
○ Domain names
○ Header information and unique signatures
○ Error messages

● Identify credential requirements, which of them allow unauthenticated access by default?



Future work

● Update the github documentation to make it easily readable for anyone wanting to get started 
with IBM Cloud pentesting

● Continue documenting misconfigurations, potential weaknesses, insecure defaults, publicly 
accessible DNS/data etc. plus the To-Dos listed in the repo

● Build reliable tooling for some of the misconfiguration detection that can be automated

● Explore the security services available within IBM Cloud and see what they do not detect, and if 
their current detection capabilities can be abused

● Explore IAM, users, roles and privilege abuses.

● Send PRs and ideas if you have attacked IBM Cloud before!
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